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the duplicate files fixer can scan all your storage drives and social networks like facebook, gmail,
google drive, dropbox, skydrive, and youtube, to find the identical files and folders. you also get the
ability to scan pictures and videos to find duplicate photos and videos. you can find duplicates by file
name, date and size. duplicate files fixer supports regular expressions. you can also easily create a

new rule to identify identical files. while you can use duplicate file finder to scan the entire
documents and desktop folder, it can be a lot faster to scan a single folder or specific file types such
as pdfs, music, videos, and images. duplicate file finder can do this. check out the documents and

desktop window, and select the folder or file type you wish to scan. now select scan. as soon as you
select a folder or file type, duplicate file finder will start scanning the selected folder, showing you
the results as it finds duplicates. you can see the duplicate file names, sizes, and paths in the list
below the progress window. check the check boxes next to files you wish to delete. when you are

done selecting files, select delete to remove duplicate files and free up space. now click on the scan
results button. duplicate file finder will compare the files in the selected folder or drive with every file
on your mac. if the selected folder contains the exact same files as any other file on your mac, it will
be displayed with a color coded comparison. the first three results are highlighted, and the next step

is to select which files you wish to delete.
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the software makes the
files content comparison

easy to understand. it
displays the two files side
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by side and shows the
differences between them.

it has two major views:
details and thumbnails. the

details view shows the
entire content of the two
files with equal quality,

while the thumbnails view
shows only the differences
between two files. different

colors are used for
highlighting the differences

and files differences. the
algorithm used by

duplicate cleaner pro is
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based on byte-to-byte
comparison. the duplicate
cleaner pro features help
users to find duplicates

and remove them in just a
few clicks. it also has a

built-in video tutorial and a
step-by-step guide. just

watch the video and follow
the instructions to solve

the problem. the duplicate
cleaner pro works with all

versions of macos
including high sierra and

mojave. once the duplicate
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files are found, you can
delete them all at once.

the duplicate cleaner pro
has a built-in video tutorial
and a step-by-step guide. it

can delete all duplicate
files at once with just one
click, and it supports all

operating systems. it even
supports the latest high

sierra and mojave
versions. you can delete

duplicate files from
anywhere, even from your

mac’s desktop or trash.
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duplicate cleaner pro
allows users to remove

multiple duplicates in one
go by choosing between

regular mode, image mode
and audio mode. in regular
mode, you can delete files
manually or automatically.

in the image mode, you
can delete duplicates by
matching images. in the

audio mode, you can
remove duplicates by

matching audio files. the
duplicate cleaner pro
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removes duplicates by
comparing the files byte-to-
byte. it has a built-in video
tutorial and a step-by-step
guide. its operation is very

easy to understand.
however, you can run the
duplicate cleaner pro only

on mac. 5ec8ef588b
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